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KARL WOLFGANG DEUTSCH

July 21, 1912–November 1, 1992

B Y  R I C H A R D  L .  M E R R I T T ,  B R U C E  M .  R U S S E T T ,  A N D

R O B E R T  A .  D A H L

KARL WOLFGANG DEUTSCH was born in 1912 in Prague,
Czechoslovakia. His father was an optician. His mother,

active in various political causes both at home and inter-
nationally, eventually became one of Czechoslovakia’s first
female parliamentarians. After graduating with high honors
in 1931 at the German Staatsrealgymnasium in Prague,
Deutsch went on to take his first degree in 1934 at the
Deutsche Universität in Prague. His advanced studies at that
university were interrupted because of his outspoken leader-
ship of anti-Nazi groups. After a clash with the faculty of
the Deutsche Universität, which by then had fallen under
the control of a pro-Nazi majority, he left for a period to
study optics in England. Fortunately for the social sciences,
his study of optics, together with his study of mathematics
there and earlier, helped prepare him for his later pioneer-
ing work in quantitative political science. On returning to
Czechoslovakia he was granted admission to the Czech
national Charles University, a signal honor for a German-
ethnic Czech, where he attained high honors in seven fields
and received his doctorate in law (JUDr) in 1938. Shortly
thereafter, Deutsch and his new bride, Ruth, went to the
United States for what was intended to be a brief stay. But
with the capitulation of Britain and France to Hitler at Munich
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and the Nazi takeover of the Sudetenland, Karl and Ruth
decided it would be unsafe to return.

In 1939 Karl and Ruth began a new life in the United
States. The recipient of a student-funded scholarship for
refugees from Nazism, Deutsch entered Harvard University
for further graduate training. During his first years in America,
he toured the country extensively, speaking on behalf of
the Free Czechoslovak movement. America’s entry into the
war led Deutsch into the service of the United States govern-
ment, where among other things he was a major contributor
to the famous “Blue Book” on Juan Peron’s efforts to extin-
guish democracy in Argentina. Later he was a member of
the International Secretariat of the San Francisco Conference
of 1945, which created the United Nations.

The war over, Deutsch resumed his doctoral studies at
Harvard while teaching at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. Simultaneously he began publishing articles that
showed both his mature scholarship and, more significantly,
perspicacity in his view of society and politics. His disserta-
tion, “Nationalism and Social Communication,” was awarded
Harvard’s Sumner Prize in 1951. The following year Deutsch
was promoted to the rank of professor of history and political
science at MIT, and a year later his dissertation appeared as
a book.1

Almost immediately Deutsch was in great demand in
the scholarly community. In 1953-54 he was at the Center
for Research on World Political Institutions at Princeton
University, where he integrated the findings of an inter-
disciplinary group with his own thinking and turned the
result into a highly significant theoretical analysis of large-
scale political integration, Political Community and the North
Atlantic Area.2 During the year 1956-57 he was a fellow at
the Center for Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences
at Palo Alto, California, where he laid the basis for the
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book that would prove to be one of his most significant
contributions, The Nerves of Government.3 During the same
period he held a visiting appointment at the University of
Chicago (in 1954) and received his first Guggenheim Fellow-
ship (in 1955).

In 1957 Deutsch went to Yale University as visiting pro-
fessor and a year later accepted a permanent appointment
as professor of political science. His first substantive accom-
plishment there was the completion of a book (with Lewis
J. Edinger), Germany Rejoins the Powers,4 that used data on
public opinion, the background of elites, and economics to
analyze the federal republic’s postwar progress, and was a
highly original study of politics and society in West Germany.
During his 10 years at Yale he completed the intellectual
framework and set up an organization—the Yale Political
Data Program—to develop quantitative indicators for test-
ing significant theories and propositions in social science;
organized a multi-university research team, sometimes called
the Yale Arms Control Project, to investigate the prospects
for arms control, disarmament, and steps toward unifica-
tion in the Western European environment; and took on
an increasingly important role in the development of inter-
national social science. In 1960 he also held a visiting appoint-
ment at Heidelberg University and in 1962 he was a visiting
fellow at Nuffield College of Oxford University.

Deutsch moved to Harvard University in 1967, and in
1971 was appointed Stanfield Professor of International Peace.
Despite the rapidly growing demand for his appearance as
a guest lecturer and his dramatically expanding role in inter-
national social science, he continued his steady record of
initiating and completing new projects. He held guest
professorships at the Goethe University in Frankfurt-am-
Main, the University of Geneva, Heidelberg University, the
University of Mannheim, the University of Paris, and the
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University of Zurich. He also lectured at major universities
throughout the world, and served as consultant to various
government agencies. And he received such further honors
as a second Guggenheim Fellowship (in 1971) and appoint-
ment as resident scholar at the Aspen Institute of Humanistic
Studies (1973-74).

His colleagues gave testimony to their esteem for his
work by electing him to offices in numerous scholarly orga-
nizations. Deutsch was elected president of the New England
Political Science Association in 1964-65; president of the
American Political Science Association in 1969-70, after having
served as program chairman of its 1963 annual meeting;
and president of the Peace Science Society (International)
in 1973. He served the International Political Science Asso-
ciation as a member of the program committee (1970-76),
coordinator of the triennial International Political Science
Association world congress (Montreal, 1973), vice-president,
and finally as president for 1976-79. He received six honorary
degrees from American and European universities.

Deutsch made his impact on scholarship not only by his
numerous publications but also equally from the force and
manner of his personal presentations. His commitment to
teaching was manifested in both lectures and seminars. His
undergraduate lectures, although often extemporaneous,
almost always combined profundity with wit. At Yale he gave
uncounted lectures to packed lecture halls, and virtually
without exception each lecture was followed by an ovation.
Yale undergraduates honored him in 1965 by awarding him
the William Benton Prize of the Yale Political Union for
having done most to stimulate and maintain political interest
on campus—an award, incidentally, that alone was featured
prominently in the Deutsch home.

During a period when many graduate students in political
science were seeking a greater degree of analytical rigor
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and concern for quantitative evidence than had characterized
the field, they found Deutsch’s combination of intellect,
range, and verve enormously stimulating. His teaching skills
were also revealed in his two influential textbooks, The Analysis
of International Relations5 and Politics and Government,6 which
not only made basic material accessible to students but also
stimulated their involvement in serious analysis of political
phenomena. His influence on students was so great that
some of the most productive scholars who followed him in
the fields of international and comparative politics had been
students in his seminars.

Deutsch believed that an important part of his task as
educator was to present guest lectures at universities and
elsewhere in the United States. He was invariably generous
with his time and his thoughts and seemed happiest when
he engaged an individual or audience in an intellectual
dialogue where the give and take of discussion, with both
challenges and stimulation, provided an opportunity for him,
as well as his audience, to learn something new. He was
noted for his ability to generate enormous numbers of ideas
in rapid-fire fashion, typically in what appeared to be, and
probably was, a spontaneous association of ideas, when he
would briefly consider a bit of data or an idea and immedi-
ately ask for more information or come forth with a new
hypothesis or even a full-blown theory. Although he ran the
risk of propounding ideas that were not well thought out
and on further consideration might prove to be mistaken,
the sheer volume of his intellectual sparks generated a fire
that stimulated his audiences to think more deeply about
his remarks.

In his relations with students Deutsch was interactive,
nurturant, generative. He truly cared about his students
and former students. Above and beyond normal expecta-
tions, he helped them with the challenges of getting a job,
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writing assignments, conference invitations, and other oppor-
tunities. He wrote many articles and books with students
and junior colleagues, during which he shared work and
authorship equitably. Perhaps the most unkind comment
any of his former students could recall him making con-
cerned a senior colleague who, he said, was the sort who
never sends the elevator back down.

Although his work contributed directly or indirectly to
many different aspects of political science, in several areas
his work revolutionized scholarly thought and research: large-
scale political community formation at the national and
international levels; cybernetic approaches to politics and
society; and the development and use of quantitative data
to test and reformulate political theories.

Deutsch’s youth was spent in a multinational state destined
to endure a series of tragedies. Doubtless in response to his
observation of the horrors brought to Europe by narrow-
minded nationalism before and during the Second World
War, Deutsch early in his career focused his emotional and
intellectual energies on issues involving nationalism and
the formation of large-scale political communities. Indeed,
he wrote his doctoral dissertation on nationalism—a brave
decision given both the flood of past writing on the topic
and the strong emotions it engendered among even the
most intellectual of scholars. Nationalism and Social Commu-
nication1 recast the traditional literature into a more rigorous
form, enriched not only by concepts drawn from anthro-
pology, social psychology, and other social sciences but also
by Deutsch’s own insights. What was perhaps even more
innovative at the time, he tested his conjectures against
quantitative data from the real world. The book presented
a new model of nationalism based upon the idea of a “people”
bound together by habits of and facilities for communica-
tion. New data derived from four case studies of national
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growth and decay demonstrated the validity of the model
and set the stage for further data gathering and tests of the
basic model. For many years the paradigm offered by Deutsch
in these books and elsewhere7 dominated the scholarly study
of nation building and international integration.

Many of the theoretical perspectives that animated
Deutsch’s analysis of nationalism and social mobilization
also apply to his work on large-scale political integration
and unification. He used these perspectives to focus the
sometimes-divergent research performed by members of the
research group at Princeton University’s Center for Research
on World Political Institutions. Each individual member had
worked on a case study of national integration or disinte-
gration but the various pieces were essentially an accumula-
tion of case studies. Deutsch was invited to join the project
with the specific hope that, by applying his historical knowl-
edge of nationalism and his concepts derived from the study
of communication in societies, he could integrate these dis-
parate pieces.8 The result was the pioneering study Political
Community and the North Atlantic Area.2 In this view, the for-
mation of large-scale community rested less on factors like
common language or high levels of mutual responsiveness
and, as with the development of nationalism, more on the
existence of two-way channels of communications between
elites and mass and among non-elites.

Although one manifestation of political integration may
be the creation of a new state by amalgamating two or more
previously separate units, Deutsch emphasized the creation
of “expectations of peaceful change,” that is, “security com-
munities” among peoples who may or may not be unified
under a single government. This focus on community for-
mation, rather than on amalgamation per se, was central
not only to Deutsch’s work but also to that of the integra-
tion theorists who worked with him or otherwise attempted
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to apply his insights. While much work remains to be done,
Deutsch’s highly original formulations lend themselves well
to cumulative research.9 His attention to domestic politics
and transnational actors as powerful influences on relations
between nation-states was taken up in the transformation of
theory and research on international politics at the end of
the twentieth century.10

One of Deutsch’s key insights in his treatments of inte-
gration at the national and supranational levels was that
unified government is neither a necessary nor a sufficient
condition for peace among the various parties. Indeed, in
some cases unified government may even damage the pros-
pects for peace. Deutsch focused attention on two possible
sources of failure. First, if unification is undertaken before
certain necessary or desirable background conditions exist
the outcome may be conflict and a breakdown of the associa-
tion. Second, if unification occurs among unequal partners,
their association may lend a degree of rigidity and legiti-
macy to the exploitation of the weak by the strong.

Central to Deutsch’s new paradigm was his view of anarchy,
war, and amalgamation. Picking up an earlier strand of
political thought from Hugo Grotius, Deutsch argued that
no axiomatic relationship exists between anarchy and war.
Indeed, historical evidence suggests that ineffective or pre-
mature efforts to mitigate anarchy may even cause war. Using
the language of communications theory, Deutsch showed
that amalgamation engenders transactions that increase loads
on a governmental system. If the system does not have or is
unable to develop capabilities commensurate with these added
loads, the consequence may be mutual frustration and
hostility. Accordingly, the search for world government can
become self-defeating.

This concern, derived from his theoretic study of com-
munications and his empirical examination of nationalism
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and political community in the North Atlantic area, informed
the investigation undertaken in the mid-1960s by Deutsch
and others of arms control and unification in Western Europe.
The project rested on systematic interviews with French and
West German political and economic leaders, studies of public
opinion, and quantitative analyses of the press in four
countries. It sought to determine existing trends and then
to project these trends into the short-range future.11 In gen-
eral, the study found an imbalance between what was com-
monly expected from a united Europe and the infrastructural
support needed to create whatever institutions were necessary
to satisfy these expectations. On the basis of this research
Deutsch cautioned against further immediate steps toward
unification.

Strong ties among unequal partners, Deutsch argued,
also carried dangers. Although a structure that enforces a
rigorous division of labor between the masters and the
enslaved may indeed enhance the overall production in a
society, the appearance of stability may be deceptive. Deutsch’s
studies of nationalism and national integration revealed that
an imbalanced scheme for organizing society, in which some
pay an extraordinary price while others enjoy extraordinary
benefits, is inherently unstable and hides the development
of patterns of social communication, which can lead to unrest
and even revolution. In the global system, too, members of
some nation-states, especially those with poorly developed
economic systems, fear that their involvement in the world
economy and the political system produces an extremely
disproportionate distribution of benefits both globally and
within their own states. This leads them to question the
legitimacy of the prevailing structures. At the same time,
however, the costs of dissociating themselves from those
structures can be immense. These conflicting demands,
anticipated by Deutsch and manifested under the pressures
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of globalization, pose one of the great dilemmas of our
times.

Throughout much of Deutsch’s scholarly life this dilemma,
spawned by economic and political interdependence, led
to furious debate and some scientific analysis. Analyses
directed against the industrialized states, which were per-
ceived as benefiting most in the long run from the status
quo, became commonplace, as did strident exhortations to
the less developed world to dissociate itself from the pre-
vailing system, whatever the immediate cost might be. Deutsch
insisted on scientific analysis directed to the central questions:
How accurately did conflicting interpretations of this great
dilemma reflect the real world? How could we devise means
to ascertain the direction and speed of current develop-
ments? In addition to his cool analysis of the assumptions
and logic of theories about dependency and structural
imperialism,12 Deutsch forced scholars to search for objective,
reproducible, and when possible, quantitative data with which
to test assertions and the theories themselves.

Although the field of cybernetics was first developed by
Norbert Wiener of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Deutsch spelled out the political implications of cybernetics
in a series of impressive articles that formed the basis for
The Nerves of Government.3 His subsequent research exam-
ined a number of questions stimulated by his interest in
cybernetics: the ratio between internal and external com-
munications and transactions of a country as an indicator
of the degree of its self-preoccupation or self-closure over
time; governments’ share of facilities for controlling the
flow of information and the effect of this variable on gov-
ernmental performance; the ways decision-making systems
deal with communications overload; and the forms and
consequences of decentralization in governmental decision
making.
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Applying cybernetics to politics made crystal clear the
need for data—impersonal, replicable, quantitative—to test
significant propositions derived from major theories. Deutsch
assembled data on population movements, language assimi-
lation, and the flow of such international transactions as
trade and mail. In a seminal article of 1960 “Toward an
Inventory of Basic Trends and Patterns in Comparative and
International Politics,”13 Deutsch generalized this research
experience and assessment of needs to suggest how large-
scale data banks could aid in the development and testing
of theory on such topics as political development and the
probabilities of war and peace.

Deutsch’s ideas on the development of cross-national
data banks contained four elements. First, it was necessary
to use data that, however insufficient they might be, could
be obtained fairly readily to show that the entire notion
had intellectual merit and theoretic promise. Second, efforts
would have to be undertaken, always within a theoretic frame
of reference that informed the researcher’s criteria of
relevance and reliability, to gather systematically sets of better
data. Third, since no single scholar could accomplish the
task of assembling adequate data relevant to political theories,
data programs should comprise multidisciplinary and, Deutsch
hoped, multinational research teams. Even if this was not
always possible, it was imperative to create a multidisciplinary
and cross-national network of conferences and other means
of communication to exchange scientific information, evalu-
ate each other’s efforts, and search out new directions for
future research and analysis. Fourth, new techniques must
be developed to analyze the data in a theoretically mean-
ingful way.

Deutsch was in the forefront of all these developments,
which he viewed as simultaneous, mutually reinforcing, and
requiring prodigious organizational and intellectual work.
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With the intellectual collaboration of Harold D. Lasswell
and the practical support of two younger political scien-
tists, Richard L. Merritt and Bruce M. Russett,14 Deutsch
set up the Yale Political Data Program. Its first major publi-
cation, World Handbook of Political and Social Indicators,15

provided a massive body of data that was drawn on in
numerous scholarly articles by Deutsch, Russett, and others
in contributions to the development of empirical theory.16

Deutsch’s insistence on the speedy publication of these vol-
umes and on the widespread dissemination of the machine-
readable data sets epitomized his commitment to the sharing
of scientific information.

Deutsch’s influence and the importance of quantitative
data were felt in other ways as well. For one thing, Deutsch
together with Stein Rokkan and others helped to create a
series of conferences to discuss questions of quantitative
data, data banks, and social science theory. Many of these
resulted in substantial volumes that contributed to what
some have called the data movement.17 This work stimu-
lated other collections of political and social indicators by
scholars across the world.18 In short, the increasing use of
aggregate data and the increasing sophistication of modes
of mathematical analysis have revolutionized the study of
politics.

Returning to the concept of steersmanship: Nation-states
can act in ways to enhance or diminish the chances of war.
Steersmanship is even more possible when we have data
and models for projecting nation-state behavior into the
future. Only in recent years have scholars developed data-
based econometric and sociometric models sufficiently
sophisticated to permit reasonably accurate forecasting and
hypothetical adjustments of variables to stimulate contin-
gent futures. The possibility of creating comprehensive models
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for world politics nonetheless once seemed remote to most
scholars.

The possibility of global modeling intrigued Deutsch
not only because of the challenge it posed but no doubt
also because it brought together all his interests and skills:
a concern with preventing the outbreak of violence, the
need of nation-states for strategic roadmaps to help them
steer their way in the global system, and a focus on generating
hypotheses about human behavior, testable by data from
the real world, that can be used to model social processes.
Early efforts at global modeling he found disappointing
because of their questionable assumptions and lack of atten-
tion to key social and especially political variables.19

The next logical step, then, was to create the organiza-
tional framework to make global modeling more useful for
political decision makers. The opportunity came in 1976
when Deutsch was asked to help found and co-direct the
International Institute for Comparative Social Research of
the Science Center Berlin. There he created a research team
on global modeling with the aim of producing a function-
ing, computerized model of global society based not only
on an integrated set of mathematical equations but also on
hard data about political and social processes.

Advances in global modeling with the stress on data and
the use of increasingly sophisticated modes of mathemati-
cal analysis have revolutionized the study of politics. Deutsch
was at the forefront of this movement. His own research
broke new paths, and his teaching inspired others to push
out even farther the frontiers of knowledge. His organiza-
tional efforts at the international level helped to create a
worldwide network of scholars and data-based research pro-
grams that have provided a firm basis for still further devel-
opments.20
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Here again, as in all his teaching, lectures, and writing,
Karl Deutsch displayed his deep commitment to the devel-
opment and use of knowledge for the betterment of hu-
mankind.
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